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2.3.6 Human Rights Management
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1) RBA management framework

For effective human rights management, LITEON adopts the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA)

The entire management team of LITEON understands that complying with international
labor standards and upholding workers' rights is one of the essential criteria for a responsible
company. Consumers, customers, government, the general public and other stakeholders also
have expectations of the company's compliance. LITEON promises to comply with national
labor laws and regulations, and to comply with international labor standards and other
applicable international conventions in making ongoing improvements of working conditions
and employee benefits. The goal is to design, implement, and maintain a sound human rights
management system, and extend the same rules to suppliers and contractors.

Human rights policy

LITEON respects and supports internationally recognized human rights principles and standards,
including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the UN Global Compact, and the
International Labor Organization's Declaration of Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
LITEON complies with local laws and regulations where the company is located, and has devised
the LITEON human rights policy according to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights.

The Human Rights Commitment
I. LITEON firmly believes respecting and upholding human rights is the foundational to
II.

the sustainable development and operation of a corporation.

LITEON takes into account human rights issues in every link of its operational value
chain.

III. LITEON provides open and accessible communication channels for stakeholders.

Human rights due diligence

To effectively identify, prevent, and mitigate human rights impact and manage human rights
issues, LITEON has undertaken human rights due diligence.
Create a human
rights based
structure

Identify human
rights issues
relevant to
stakeholders

Review risks and
results regularly

Set the direction
for risk
mitigation

Improvement
and follow up

Code of Conduct as the management framework for both the operations and the supply chain.

To identify, prevent, and mitigate the impact of human rights on LITEON and its supply chain,
RBA proposed a risk assessment framework for employees and suppliers. For employees,

LITEON performs regular risk assessments based on two quantifiable risk matrices, probability
and severity.

For suppliers, LITEON follows the basic rule that the RBA Code of Conduct applies to suppliers,

and requires that suppliers sign the written commitment to management assurance. We

have also implemented RBA management guidelines for suppliers. Regarding the RBA-based

investigation and assessment tools for human rights, the scope of assessment includes

the restriction on child labor, protection of human rights, prohibition of discrimination, fair

treatment, legal working hours, and wages and environmental management. The goal is to find

out which items may cause material risks in the supply chain. We investigate at least once every
three years. The last investigation was conducted in 2020.
2) Human rights risk identification

All LITEON plants are equipped with a CSR team that follows the RBA audit procedure and

conducts regular internal and external audits at the respective plant. The purpose is to ensure

the adequacy, effectiveness and appropriateness of its CSR framework, and to monitor how

progress conforms with prescribed guidelines, goals and regulations. The audit procedures
clearly outline the responsibilities, processes, principles, and cycles of each audit, as well as

what details are expected in an audit report and how audit findings should be followed up.

The RBA Code of Conduct provides standards for labor, health and safety, environmental

protection, and business ethics guidelines. The company follows these guidelines to conduct

self-inspections at each of its plants every month. Plants located in Guangzhou, Dongguan and
eastern Mainland China have all assembled RBA committees to cross-audit each other every

year and ensure 100% compliance. Any conduct that does not conform with the guidelines will

be improved upon within the given timeframe. To ensure LITEON fulfills its corporate social
responsibilities, progress and improvement on various indicators, including labor, ethics,

environment, and health and safety will be reviewed every year during management review

meetings. The company also conducts regular human rights surveys on external value chain
partners (customers, suppliers, contractors, and local communities).
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LITEON designates India offices as hot spots for human rights and social issue risks. LITEON requires that all of its offices be subject to and managed by local laws and regulations and the
company's code of conduct. Any forced labor or other dispute will be investigated and handled promptly according to the company's procedures. In 2020, LITEON did not discover or receive any
report of forced labor, prohibition of freedom of association, or social impact event involving suppliers in India. LITEON will continue to follow and manage the development of human rights
issues in the region.

Inter-plant cross audit flowchart
CSR Committee
RBA Subcommittee

In-plant RBA Committees

Auditee's plant

Confirm the list of audit team
members

Prepare the cross-audit
plan for the current year
Confirm auditor and auditee
(units in the same division do not audit each other; pairing changes every year)

Send an audit notice

Prepare files for audit

Confirm audit dates/time

Visit Auditee to perform audit

On-site audit

Share audit results within the
committees

Submit the audit report and notice
for improvement

Make improvements and replies

Include non-conformance items in
the monthly follow-up checklist
Reporting to CSR Committee

Auditor's plant

Report audit status/
result in the region

Submit
the audit
report to the
committee of
the region

Follow-up the
improvements
implemented
by Auditee

Fail

Pass
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LITEON value chain human rights risk matrix

Mild risk

Minor risk
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Major risk

Right to health
Right to privacy

Severity

Forced labor

Protection of
working
conditions

Right to work

Right to life

Personal freedom and safety
Worker autonomy

Diversity and prohibition
against discrimination

Right to family life

Child labor

Right to join a union and to bargaining

Right to freedom of speech

Probability
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3) Improvement and follow up

Results of human rights assessment surveys are added to related responsibilities and
processes. LITEON also makes improvements as needed to reduce human rights risk. This step

enables LITEON to track response effectiveness and resolve adverse effects of human rights
communication. Mitigation and remedial measures for human rights risk are as follows:
Nodes on the value
chain

Suppliers Employees Customers
V

V

Risk category

Improvement measure (or corresponding
section in this report)

Occupational health

Building a clean, healthy, and safe workplace

Labor relations and

Union activities: Respecting employees' freedom of

and safety

protection of working
conditions

Please refer to 4.6.2 Occupational Safety and Health.
association

Working hours: Arranging shifts in compliance with

Nodes on the value
chain

Suppliers Employees Customers
V

V

V

V

V

Risk category

Improvement measure (or corresponding
section in this report)

Right to work

A fair performance evaluation system

Right to privacy

the law to avoid excessive working hours.

Forced labor

P r o p e r m a n a ge m e n t o f p e r s o n a l d ata a n d
information of stakeholders

Protection and Management Guidelines are in place

wages and working terms and conditions.

to ensure the collection, processing and use of

Employee Relations, and 4.6.1 Diverse welfare

requirements.

Please refer to 4.4 Protection of Interests, 4.5

V

Employment.

The privacy policy and the Personal Information

Wages and benefits: Providing fair and reasonable

V

Please refer to 4.4.1 Protection of Interests of

systems.

Prohibition of forced labor and child labor

personal information comply with the regulatory
V

V

V

LITEON adheres strictly to employment regulations,

Personal freedom
and safety

and prohibits the use of child labor aged below 15,

Professional security training

LITEON outsources security to a service provider. The
service provider evaluation and selection processes

require that the service provider's management and

and does not allow employees aged below 18 to

training procedures comply with the RBA standards.

changes to terms of employment as required by law.

received human rights related training.

perform dangerous work. Notices are given on all

Establishment of the procurement policy regarding

conflict minerals (metals) Please refer to 2.6.3.1
Responsible Mineral/Metal Sourcing Policy.

LITEON has declared and promised to refrain from

the use of metals sourced from illegal smelters in

conflict mines. The company also requires that all its

suppliers comply with LITEON's procurement policy
regarding conflict minerals/metals.

Therefore, all security personnel at LITEON have

V

V

V

Diversity and

prohibition against
discrimination

Prohibit against any form of discrimination

Provide a fair and equal work environment, and

prohibit discrimination based on race, color,

religion, ethnicity or national origin, gender, sexual
orientation, age, disability, or other circumstances

in hiring and employment practices such as training,

rewards, promotions, termination, and retirement.
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2.5 Information Security and Privacy Management

LITEON values the privacy and safety of its stakeholders, including employees in the company, outside partners (customers, suppliers, and consultants), and shareholders, and of operation related information assets.
In 2018, LITEON worked hard to make the company's information security system comply with ISO 27001: 2013, and implemented the Information Security Policy to provide the basis for management. Meanwhile, in
response to the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), LITEON, for the purpose of ensuring the collection, processing or use of personal information complies with the GDPR, the Personal
Information Protection Act of the Republic of China and related regulations, and the competent authorities' requirements, started amending the Personal Information Protection and Security Policy ("the Policy") and
related guidelines in 2020. As a guide for personal information protection tasks, the Policy is implemented in all LITEON offices worldwide, and a cross-departmental and cross-functional information security organization
is in place to perform information security related tasks. Meanwhile, information security management tools are being introduced on an ongoing basis, and information security mechanisms are constantly being
strengthened in order to maintain effective and operational information security and privacy protection. No complaint relating to invasion of client privacy or loss of customer data was made in 2020.

Information security organizational structure

In 2018, the cross-departmental and cross-functional Information Security Committee was created with
the chairman and president serving as the convener. In 2020, the Information Security Department was
renamed from InfoSec to be Information Security and combined into IT Department as the part of the
IS & IT Department to be responsible for information security operations and emergency response and
recovery. The IS & IT Department's mission is to prevent information security breach and reduce losses
arising from such incidents.

Information Security Committee

Chairman, President, Business Unit and Corp Function Heads
IS & IT
Department

Information security management and audit mechanisms

To ensure effective implementation of information security management mechanisms and maintain
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information assets, LITEON follows the ISO 27001: 2013
standards to implement information security management system documents, and uses the PDCA
cycle to create, implement, maintain, and improve information security management systems. LITEON
obtained ISO 27001 information security management system certification in 2020. Meanwhile, LITEON
built and trained an information security audit team in 2020. All auditors on the team obtained ISO
27001: 2013 Lead Auditor certification.
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Information security
control mechanism

Description

management

clients

Privileged account

Peripheral management

Privileged local administrative account management system for
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Internet access control

Internet access control and threat detection system

Prevent employees from visiting malicious websites and incurring cyberthreats and

Data leakage control

Data loss prevention (DLP) for computer data leakage prevention

Data leakage control

Conditional access allows O365 access only on company

Prevent confidential/sensitive information leakage and hacker attacks

Desktop computer vulnerability scanning and detection system

Provide computer vulnerability check reports and prevent threats and attacks

Unusual traffic volume and threat detection system for office and

Prevent the spread of online ransomware

System vulnerability control
Log audit control

Network threat control
Mobile device access control
Remote access control

Desktop computer log tracking and management system
factory networks

storage devices
virus attacks

Detect, record, and track confidential/sensitive information leakage

Provide relevant information security audit event trace logs for inquiry

MAM (Mobile APP Management)/ MDM (Mobile Device

Prevent employees from using personal mobile devices to leak confidential/sensitive

Remote access control for remote connections

Provide employees with an IT application system for accessing the company's systems

Management)/ MTD (Mobile Threat Detection) systems

5

Prevent employees from installing illegal or pirated software or malware attacks
Prevent employees from leaking confidential/sensitive information via portable

computers

4

Information security risk management

Peripheral access and storage control system for clients

on client computers

3

information and cyberthreats
remotely
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